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Foundry Val d’Osne
   The French art foundry Val d’Osne
was founded by Jean Pierre Victor
André, the inventor of ornamental
cast iron, in 1835-36. This invention
boosted the production of garden
ornaments, fountains, statues in
general, and animal statues in
particular. Its showroom was at 58
Boulevard Voltaire in Paris.
   Over the years, Val d’Osne received
many awards, including at the Great
Exhibition (Crystal Palace) in London
in 1851 (the first World’s Fair), and
the Paris Exposition of 1855. In 1879
and 1880, Val d’Osne exhibited a
hunting monument at the Sydney and
Melbourne International Exhibitions
in Australia. Many castings were
made of this hunting statue and the
monument became known under
various names. The French names
came first: Le Chausseur et les Chiens
(Hunter and Dogs) or Valet au Chiens
(The Dogs’ Attendant). In Australia,
the name is Huntsman and Dogs; in
the U.S., Hunter and Hounds; in Austria, Der Lauscher (The

Eaves-dropper); and in The Netherlands,
Halali.

Halali
The word “halali” comes from the

deer and par force hunt of the Middle
Ages – it refers to the sound of the horn
letting the hunters know the hunt is over.
The name The Eavesdropper refers to
the boy who has put his hand behind his
ear to listen for the horn blowing. The
American title is entirely correct because
the dogs are French hounds.

The monument’s sculptor was the
noted French animalier Henri Alfred
Marie Jacquemart (1824-96). He entered
the École des Beaux-Arts in 1845, and
earned his reputation for his many large
animal works. In 1870, Jacquemart
became a Chevalier of the Ordre
National de la Légion d’Honneur, the
highest decoration in France.

As well as Le Chausseur et les
Chiens, Jacquemart sculpted the group
of Spanish breeds in Las Palmas
(Canary Islands).

HisToRy

Apart from the old Chiens Normands, the dogs of this hunting monument

could be the Grand Bleu de Gascogne or Grand Anglo-Français Tricolore

They are frozen in time and sometimes deceptively real. Perpetuated in stone or bronze,
looking over water, streets, parks or squares, dog statues can be found all over the world.

Dog Statues

Huntsman and Dogs in Forest Glade Park 
at Mount Macadon, Australia

by RiA HöRTeR
courtesty of Ton PoPelieR

expert on French hounds

Le Chausseur et les Chiens – Huntsman and Dogs – Hunter and Hounds – The Eavesdropper – Halali

France – Australia – United States – Austria – The Netherlands
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AUSTRALIA

Sydney
   Jacquemart designed the hunting monument in 1866. A casting
was exhibited at the Sydney International Exhibition of 1879, and
the Melbourne International Exhibition of 1880. After the
foundry Val d’Osne was awarded a silver First Order of
Merit at the Melbourne exhibition, the Government of New
South Wales purchased a casting of Huntsman and Dogs in
1881 for what would be nearly $13,000 in today’s terms. It

was mounted in the
gardens surrounding
Sydney’s exhibition
building (the Garden
Palace).

Unfortunately,
when the Garden
Palace was de-
stroyed by fire a
year later, in 1882,
the statue was
damaged. It was
restored in 2001 and
is now located in
Sydney’s Royal Bo-
tanic Gardens.

Mount Macedon
Mount Macedon is a

small town northwest of
Melbourne. One of the
city’s attractions is Forest
Glade Park, which fea-
tures many plants and
exotic trees, numerous
fountains, and statues.
The cast of Huntsman
and Dogs that had been

exhibited at the Melbourne International Exhibition of 1880 had
remained installed at the exhibition building, but was badly
damaged in 1953 when the aquarium in the building’s annex was
destroyed in a fire.
   Huntsman and Dogs was more or less forgotten until it was
bought from an art auctioneer in Richmond and found a fitting
new place at the entrance of Forest Glade Park. The huntsman is
still listening as if he had heard something in the distance.

UNITED STATES

Beverly Hills
   In 1924, on vacation in France, Willis Douglas Longyear
(1863-1941) visited the area of Château-Thierry where his son
had been killed during a bombardment in World War I. Longyear
was a wealthy banker from Jackson County, Michigan, who had
moved to Los Angeles in 1889 to seek his fortune. By 1925, the
family had moved to Beverly Hills.
   Longyear received permission from the French government to
move Le Chasseur and Les Chiens to Beverly Hills. The plaque
on the plinth explains the “shell-torn” statue’s significance to
Longyear: Its original location in France was above a

subterranean cham-
ber in which an
American Army
signal corps had
maintained com-
munication with
headquarters during
the bombardment of
Chateau-Thierry in
July 1918.

On November
11, 1925 – Armi-
stice Day – Hunter
and Hounds was
unveiled on the
front lawn of
Longyear’s house
and dedicated to the
veterans of World
War I. For years,
city visitors would
stop to see the
monument. Later,

Longyear donated Hunter and Hounds to the city and a new location
was found in Beverly Gardens Park along Santa Monica Boulevard.

AUSTRIA

   The Empress Elisabeth of Austria (1837-98), better known as
“Sisi,” and her husband, Emperor Franz-Jozef I (1830-1916),
owned a summer residence in Bad Ischl. Kaiservilla was a
wedding gift from Franz-Jozef’s mother, Archduchess Sophie, in
1854. In the garden stands a cast of the hunting monument, a
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Foundry Val d’Osne in Paris 
on an old French picture postcard

Huntsman and Dogs in the
Royal Botanic Gardens of Sydney, Australia

Der Lauscher (The Eavesdropper) 
in the gardens of the Kaiservilla in Bad
Ischl, Austria. It was a gift from Queen

Victoria to the Empress of Austria - “Sisi”.
continued on page 506
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present from Queen Victoria. It was named Der Lauscher (The
Eavesdropper). However, on an old picture postcard, the statue
is called Jagdgruppe Halali (Hunting Group Halali), the first
time the word “halali” was used to name the statue.
   A hunting monument was an appropriate gift for the Empress
Elisabeth, a fervent horsewoman who rode every day. Between
1876 and 1882, she traveled to England with her hunting
horses to participate in foxhunting and deer hunting.

THE NETHERLANDS

   During the 19th century, beautiful country estates were
established near the city of Haarlem. Duinlust and Elswout are
two of these monumental country houses surrounded by forest
and gardens in the province of North Holland.
   In 1828, the estate of Duinlust was sold to Johanna Jacoba
van der Velde, the wealthy widow of Willem Borski, a banker
from Amsterdam who owned the estate Elswout. Their
granddaughter, also named Johanna Jacoba, used Duinlust as
a summer residence. She married her cousin, David van der
Vliet, and inherited Duinlust in 1881. By then, another cousin,
Willem Borksi III, owned Elswout. When he died childless in
1884, the couple became the owners of both estates.
   In March 1888, a hunting monument was placed on the
grounds of Duinlust. In the archives I found a rather cryptic
description (1983) based on a previous article: “A company
named Veerhof from Amsterdam put a reproduction of the
original monument that was made by the celebrated Austrian
sculptor A. Jacquement in the gardens of Duinlust.” I found two
mistakes – the sculptor was French, not Austrian, and his name
was Jacquemart, not Jacquement.

While on holiday in
Austria, Johanna and
David van der Vliet had
seen the statue in the
gardens of the Kaiser-
villa in Bad Ischl. They,
too, assumed the maker
was Austrian.

Because David and
Johanna had been
delighted with the Bad
Ischl statue, their three
sons and five daughters
decided to present a
copy to their parents on
the occasion of their
37th anniversary, in
1887. I have not
succeeded in finding
any information about
the Veerhof company,
so I assume they

ordered a casting in France.
   There is no name on the stone plinth; however, looking
carefully, you can see damage to the monument on the bottom,
just under the dogs’ feet. Is that where the name had been? The
name “Halali” occurred for the first time in Austria and was
given by somebody who was familiar with hunting and hounds.
   Duinlust was sold in 1947, and the Halali monument was moved
to the gardens of
Elswout. Descen-
dants of David
and Johanna re-
mained the
owners of Els-
wout until 1958.
In 1970, the Dutch
Government took
over the estate, the
surrounding for-
est and the Halali
monument.

CHIEN
NORMAND

   Today, the hun-
ters’ boy and
hounds are still at Elswout, halfway along the Kerklaan (Church
Lane). The boy is wearing boots, carries a game bag over his
shoulder and keeps a little whip under his left arm. His right hand
is behind his ear to catch a sound. Does he hear the halali? Is the
hunt finished? The hounds sitting and standing at his feet seem
to hear it, too, and have turned their heads in the same direction.
   Ton Populier, who knows everything about French hounds, told
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When Duinlust was sold in 1947, 
the Halali monument was moved 

to the gardens of Elswout.

Detail of the dogs’ heads from The Eavesdropper
The long twisted ears could point to the Chien Normand, 

Grand Bleu de Gascogne or the Grand Anglo-Français Tricolore 
(Photo: Just Above Sunset Photography)

The present Chien Français Tricolore reminds
us of the Chien Normand. This group of pack
hounds won in Carrouges, France in 2013.

(Photo: Ton Popelier)
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me that the dogs’ size and outline, and the heads with long twisted
ears could point to the Chien Normand - a breed now extinct.
   The Chien Normand is considered a descendant of the Chien
de Saint Hubert (Bloodhound). The relationship between the
Chien Normand and the Saint Hubert is recognizable in every
respect: large and heavy build, a monumental head, formidable
nose, and slow hunting. The last was the reason for the breed’s
decline as, beginning with the royal packs in the 17th century,

hunters required faster hounds.
Nevertheless, the Chien Nor-
mand was preserved for a long
time thanks to hunters in Nor-
mandy, who had an aversion to
the trend of faster and faster
hounds.

Curiosity
Hounds entered at the first

shows in Paris were in fact
crosses between the Chien
Normand and the Chien
d’Artois, Chien du Haut-Poitou
(the present Poitevin), or
Foxhound, breeds that
produced faster and more
vigorous descendants.

Traces of the Chien
Normand can be found in the
Basset Artésien-Normand and
the Chien Français Tricolore.
For a long time, the Tricolore

was a curiosity, but today the breed is represented in
French staghound packs.

Apart from the old Chiens Normands, the dogs of
this hunting monument could be the Grand Bleu de
Gascogne or Grand Anglo-Français Tricolore.

The history of French hounds is complicated.
Hunting in France is divided into the Grande Vénerie
and the Petite Vénerie. The Grande Vénerie is the
hunting of large game with a pack of large hounds that
hunt by scent and pursue their quarry to the death. In
France, dogs hunting large game are called Chiens de
Grande Vénerie or Chiens d’Ordre. The Petite
Vénerie is the hunting of small game with small
hounds, for example Bassets.

What has made this dog statue so popular in five
different countries? It undoubtedly has something to
do with the universal subject of hunting with hounds
that appeals to French, Australian, American, Austrian
and Dutch dog lovers.

A retired bookseller and publisher, Ria Hörter is a dog
writer from The Netherlands. She is the contributing
editor of the leading Dutch National Dog Magazine

Onze Hond (Our Dogs) and works for the Dutch Kennel Club
and the Welsh Springer Spaniel Club of the Netherlands, of which
she was one of the founders. She was nominated twice and a
finalist in the 2009 Annual Writing Competition of the Dog
Writers Association of America, for her articles in Dogs in
Canada. On April 12, 2014, she was awarded the Dutch Cynology
Gold Emblem of Honour. The award was presented by the Dutch
Kennel Club.

For more information visit: riahorter.com

    Attempts were made to find the names of the photographers.
Unfortunately, we did not always succeed. Please send a message to the
author (riahorter.com) if you think you are the owner of a copyright.
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The Grand Bleu de Gascogne
The statue could point to this French breed.

The Chien Français Tricolore
(Collection: Ton Popelier) Unfortunately, Kaiserwilla was destroyed by fire in 1882 

and the statue was damaged.
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